A novel electromagnetic navigation tool for acetabular surgery.
Acetabular fracture surgery is demanding and screw placement along narrow bony corridors remains challenging. It necessitates x-ray radiation for fluoroscopically assisted screw insertion. The purpose of this cadaver study was to evaluate the feasibility, accuracy and operation time of a novel electromagnetic navigation system for screw insertion along predefined acetabular corridors. A controlled laboratory study with a total of 24 electromagnetically navigated screw insertions was performed on 8 cadaveric acetabula. 3 peri-acetabular bony corridors (QSS, Quadrilateral Surface Screw; IAS, Infra-Acetabular Screw; PCS, Posterior Column Screw) were defined and screws were placed in a defined order without fluoroscopy. Operation time was documented. Postoperative CT scans were performed to analyse accuracy of screw placement. Mean cadaver age was 70.4 ± 11.7. Successful screw placement was accomplished in 22 out of 24 (91.7%) cases. The overall mean time for all 3 acetabular screws was 576.6 ± 75.9s. All 3 complications occurred during the placement of the IAS due to an impassable narrow bony corridor. QSS mean length was 50 ± 5mm, IAS mean length was 85 ± 10mm and PCS mean length was 120 ± 5mm. In this cadaver study the novel electromagnetic navigation system was feasible to allow accurate screw placement without fluoroscopy in defined narrow peri-acetabular bony corridors.